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Surrounded by wealth and living with abundant resources in Manhattan,
12-year-old cello prodigy and all around genius Reggie, lives a solitary,
bookish life lacking only frequently absent parents and friends. Estranged
from family, having slacker boyfriend troubles, and fired from her
waitressing job, sometimes musician 23-year-old Eleanor needs a new
place to live and a new job.
Fate winds her lovely fingers around these two lives to unexpectedly
place the inexperienced Eleanor as the new au pair for a skeptical Reggie
and the music in their hearts and souls intertwines to create this beautiful
story about discovery and acceptance.
Writer/Director: Frank Whaley
Starring: Leighton Meester, Debra Messing, Billy Joe Armstrong and
introducing Julian Shatkin
Drama
Running Time: 104 min.
MPAA Rating: R
Theatrical Availability: March 6, 2015
Format: Digital (DCP, Blu-ray, DVD)
Trailer: Digital
http://www.montereymedia.com/likesundaylikerain/

“A quite wonderful journey… A tender, evocative tale of an unlikely friendship… Shatkin and Meester
are terrific together” – Los Angeles Times
“It’s a well-played character study. A Sentimental Intersection of Two Lives. Leighton Meester of “Gossip Girl”
acquits herself quite well in Like Sunday, Like Rain and so does a young newcomer named Julian Shatkin.
Ms. Meester and Mr. Shatkin mesh beautifully” – The New York Times
“Reminiscent of Harold and Maude.” -Kam Williams Baret News Syndicate
“A charming tale that stays with you--- about unlikely friendships and where they might lead.”
- Amy R Handler, Film Threat
“HHH. Like Sunday, Like Rain has perfect levels of chemistry between its leads and faith in its young
performers. Meester, best known for Gossip Girl, is fantastic. Like Sunday, Like Rain scrutinizes class and wealth
in an intimate and original way, making it as perceptive and sensitive as its two leads.” - Vérité
“9 out of 10. This is a must-see. Very good acting, Julian Shatkin is phenomenal, Leighton Meester is very
natural, Debra Messing is quite funny… breathtaking cinematography” - Aberrant Films
“HHHH. This is one of those films which… by the end you just want to hug and refuse to let go. The film is
beautifully paced and as beautifully poised. As audience, we come to care for these characters and their friendship,
and we genuinely wish them well. A knock-out in the quietest sense.” - Film and TV Now
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